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Introduction: Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are
designed to process vast amounts of data in parallel,
making them ideal for accelerating specific tasks.
General-purpose graphics processors (GPGPUs)
have extended the use of GPUs beyond graphics
processing. However, existing GPU frameworks such
as CUDA and OpenCL require developers to know
about GPU design and only support C, C++, and
Fortran without additional wrappers. Developers using
programming languages other than the supported
ones find it harder to accelerate their code on the
GPU.

Approach: In this paper we propose a novel approach
that enables Scala developers to accelerate parts of
their code on the GPU without requiring knowledge of
GPU design. We introduce a new compiler plugin that
extends the abstract syntax tree of the code parts to
be executed on the GPU. This plugin adds new nodes
that enable execution on the GPU without needing
low-level knowledge. Our approach provides an easy-
to-use solution for Scala developers to take
advantage of GPU acceleration without the need to
learn additional frameworks or modify their existing
code significantly.

Conclusion: This project demonstrates the feasibility
of using a compiler plugin for the Scala programming
language to generate GPU kernels. Additionally,
through our evaluation using the matrix multiplication
algorithm, we have shown that using this compiler
plugin can improve the performance of a Scala
application when processing large data sets. While
this compiler plugin has limitations, we believe it
represents a promising approach to making GPU
acceleration more accessible to developers in the
Scala community.


